

























Abstract Synopsis (Part I) Graphene and related nanomaterials are attracting a great deal of attention as potential game changer
at the grand challenge of energy‐water sustainable technologies. The related applications require delicate control over geometric and electronic structures
affecting physical and electrochemical properties. In this study, we prepared a range of three‐dimensional graphene‐based aerogels with varying graphene oxide‐
MoS2 (molybdenum disulfide) composition under hydrothermal conditions (P < 20 bar, T < 200 oC). We demonstrate that precise control of defects density (via
MoS2 desulfurization), hierarchical porosity and topological interconnectedness (via monolithic aerogels), invoked in synthesized reduced graphene oxide‐MoS2
aerogels that can finely tune morphology, structure, and enhance heterogeneous electron transfer rate (kET). This study allowed to design graphene
heterostructure interfaces, understand their interaction through optical absorption and Raman spectroscopy (RS), to correlate between number defect density (via
RS) and heterogeneous electron transfer rate (via scanning electrochemical microscopy; SECM) quantitatively, useful for fuel cell applications. Additionally, Raman
spectral bands are analyzed in terms of band position, intensity and integrated intensity ratio determining structural disorder, inter defect distance, number defect
density, interaction and number of MoS2 layers. Moreover, the pore size distribution and mesoporosity are determined from electron microscopy and tomography.
The multiple roles of oxygenated (carbonyl; C=O, carboxyl; ‐COOH) surface functionalities in graphene and MoS2 and bonding configurations are emphasized for
improved physicochemical properties. 
Abstract Synopsis (Part II) Recent development of two‐dimensional layered materials including graphene‐family and related
nanomaterials have arisen as potential game changer for energy, water and sensing applications. While graphene is a form of carbon arranged hexagonally within atomic
thin sheet, MoS2 is becoming a popular, efficient, and cost‐effective catalyst for electrochemical energy devices, in contrast to expensive platinum and palladium catalysts.
In this work, we electrochemically desulfurize few‐layer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and aerogels with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) prepared hydrothermally, for
improving hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) activity via point defects (S‐vacancy). Moreover, the interactions between rGO and MoS2 components create emergent
heterostructures with desirable physicochemical properties (specific surface area, mechanical strength, faster diffusion, facile electron and ion transport) enabled by
chemically bridged (covalently) tailored interfaces. We demonstrate that with an optimized number defect density, particularly by exposing the edges of MoS2 layers and
nanowalls in graphene‐MoS2 ‘hybrid’ aerogels, interfacial processes during catalytic reactions are accelerated. To understand the effects of defects on HER activity, we
varied the applied potential and operating duration for optimized defect density. This study offers a unique method for tuning the properties of layered MoS2 and hybrids
as promising, cost‐effective and efficient nanocatalysts and establishes the structure–catalytic activity relationships via scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) at
electrode/electrolyte interface besides mapping electrochemical (re)activity and electro‐active site distribution.
Summary 1. SEM and TEM elucidate surface morphology of graphene‐family nanomaterials (GFNs) including CrGO and Gr‐MoS2 with varying MoS2 ratio aerogels. The oxygenated 
functionalities modify graphene nanosheets while displaying mesoporosity. The graphene nanosheets with MoS2 create multiplexed tailored interfaces crucial for applied electrochemical 
applications. 2. Optical spectroscopy, particularly PLE show variation in the position of emission band with excitation wavelength implies presence of midgap states in the vicinity of
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Current density (j) with 
increasing negative 
potential increases in the 
magnitude indicative of 
vacancy creation.
